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Introduction

● BERT: A deep transformer-based language model with state-of-the art performance on 
natural language tasks → How does it match human performance for sentences where humans 
usually make mistakes due to processing?

● NPI illusion effect: Reduced P600 in ERP measure for ever in illusion and licensed conditions 
compared to unlicensed condition (Xiang et al., 2009)

(1) *The horses [that no gamblers have bet on] have ever won. → Illusion (false positive)
(2) No horses [that the gamblers have bet on] have ever won. → Licensed (true positive)
(3) *The horses [that the gamblers have bet on] have ever won. → Unlicensed (true negative)

● Shin & Song (2020): BERT shows no NPI illusion effect, but the surprisal scores were 
calculated for the licensor, not the NPI → differs from Xiang et al. (2009)

● Research question: Does BERT show NPI illusion effects if the test task is more similar to the 
experimental task we are replicating (Xiang et al., 2009)?



Methods
● Stimuli: 150 sentence stimuli adapted from Xiang et al (2009)

● Model: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al. 
2019), specifically pretrained bert-large-uncased

● Measure: Surprisal from BERTʼs softmax layer for specific lexical items in the place of 
[MASK]

○ Experiment 1: Predict the licensor
[MASK] horses that the  gamblers have bet on have ever won. no vs. the

○ Experiment 2: Predict the licensee
No horses that the gamblers have bet on have [MASK] won. ever

● Independent variables for both experiments:

○ Licensor: no vs. the
○ Licensor position: matrix vs. embedded
○ Plurality of modified licensor DP: singular vs. plural



Results:  Experiment 1 

(4) The horses [that {no/the} gamblers have bet on] have ever 
won. (Embedded, plural)

(5) The horses [that {no/the} gambler has bet on] have ever won.
(Embedded, singular)

(6) {No/The} horses [that the gamblers have bet on] have ever 
won. (Matrix, plural)

(7) {No/The} horse [that the gamblers have bet on] has ever won.
(Matrix, singular)



Results:  Experiment 2

(8) a. The horses [that no gamblers have bet on] have {ever} 
won. (Embedded no, plural)
b. The horses [that the gamblers have bet on] have {ever} 
won. (Embedded the, plural)

(9) a. The horses [that no gambler has bet on] have {ever} won. 
(Embedded no, singular)
b. The horses [that the gambler has bet on] have {ever} won. 
(Embedded the, singular)

(10) a. No horses [that the gamblers have bet on] have {ever} 
won. (Matrix no, plural)
b. The horses [that the gamblers have bet on] have {ever} 
won. (Matrix the, plural)

(11) a. No horse [that the gamblers have bet on] has {ever} won. 
(Matrix no, singular)
b. The horse [that the gamblers have bet on] has {ever} won.
(Matrix the, singular)



Discussion
● Main findings: 

○ We could not fully replicate Shin and Songʼs (2020) findings - results slightly match if we consider 
plural condition for “no” conditions and singular condition for “the” condition

○ BERT showed illusion effect when it had to calculate surprisal scores for the NPI                                       
(Anova, TukeyHSD p < .001) (as opposed to for the licensor)

● Limitations: 
○ BERT is bi-directional, so experiment did not replicate  human online processing, which is what Xiang 

et al. (2009) were studying

● Future work:
○ Force BERT to give unidirectional judgments
○ Examine other measures of LM performance, e.g., the ones listed in Warstadt et al. (2019)
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